Evaluation
Services
Fresh
thinking,
to help your
organisation
flourish.

World leading expertise. High quality
research. Expert consultancy. Dedicated
evaluation support.
Do you want to get best value for money when
investing in new services? Do you know how
to release the potential that exists within your
organisation? Work with us to create strong,
compelling and insightful evidence to prove and
improve your service’s worth.
Can you prove the success of your latest initiative?
We specialise in the provision of evaluative research,
matching your organisation’s need with appropriate academic
and evaluation expertise. We can help improve your service
delivery, gather evidence of impact in your organisation’s
developing practice, and communicate your results.
Tailoring evaluation to your individual requirements
Our range of evaluation and consultancy services, available
across the public sector and to the private and third
sectors, draws on years of expertise that can help your
senior decision-makers plan and spend with confidence.

Our expertise
We’re a world leading university for
research and data analysis and we
have expertise in evaluation methods
such as:
nninput/output measurements

Design. Discover. Disseminate. Develop.
We can help you collect and analyse your own
evaluation data or we can offer independent,
objective evaluations. We can design your policies
with evaluation built-in at every stage to keep you
on track and de-risk your decision-making. Through
evaluation, we can help you review your strategic
direction and help find answers to inform future
decision-making.
Who we work with
We have been working with a diverse range of
organisations including Government departments,
public bodies, local authorities, community voluntary
services, and private sector organisations. We help
them to understand the impact of their interventions,
analyse their spend, demonstrate social impact and
prioritise their resources in the future.
Talk to us about how our innovative and expert
consultancy in evaluation can add assurance,
better governance, and confidence into your
organisation.
Contact
Dr Bethany Morgan Brett, PhD SFHEA
Knowledge Exchange Officer (Evaluation Services)
University of Essex
T +44 (0)1206 872052
E bmorga@essex.ac.uk

u www.essex.ac.uk/business

nnperformance measurements
nnservice quality assessments
nnprocess evaluation
nnquantitative and qualitative methods
nnorganizational effectiveness
nnprogramme evaluation methods

We have a strong track record of
evaluation excellence, including in the
areas of health policy, political science,
sports and exercise science, and
socio-legal research.

